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Membership Information : The membership now stands at 383.
A very warm welcome to all new and to those who have re-joined.

Margaret Potter (Membership Secretary)
There is no room for news from the Third Age Trust this
month but you can sign up for your own Trust newsletter
At: https://www.u3a.org.uk/news/newsletter#signup
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR - Tony Davison
As the problems caused by the Covid epidemic and the official
responses to it recede we find ourselves facing two more serious
challenges. The threat to the planet caused by man-made climate
change has long been with us and has now been joined by the
horrors of war conducted by an apparently deranged tyrant who
thinks nothing of threatening the use of nuclear weapons against
anyone who gets in his way. Amidst all this the u3a does offer an
oasis of normality. The April monthly meeting was a case in point.
The talk was about bats and was completely fascinating. One of the
few things that I previously knew about bats was that they were
blind and relied on echo location to get about. I was wrong. They
hunt in the dark and echo location helps them home in on food but
they can and do use sight for other purposes such as finding
suitable nesting places. Their social life seems well organised. They
have favoured places to roost including special places where they all
meet up for mating purposes as well as separate nursery roosts
where the females go to give birth. Bats are frequently tagged by
scientists to see what they get up to and apparently bats tagged in
the UK have been found as far away as Russia. It is not that they
have seasonal migration patterns. They just get around a bit. I
found it quite encouraging that, while humans are doing their best
to mess up the planet, other animals are carrying on as normal.
Perhaps we should just try to do the same.
PROGRAMME
General meetings normally start at 2:30pm. The doors open
to members at 2:00pm. We understand timing of public transport
is not always convenient but would ask that members, where
possible, try not to come earlier than that as we are setting up and
moving furniture and equipment. We would encourage you to
continue wear a mask for the safety of everyone unless you
are medically exempt.
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APRIL MEETING REPORT – Neil Taylor Groups Co-ordinator
The monthly meeting was held at Christchurch on Tuesday
12th April. The speaker was Ann Gleave from the
Leicestershire and Rutland Bat Conservation Trust. At the end
of the meeting members queued to see a tiny pipistrelle bat,
looked after by the Trust. Held in the palm of Ann’s hand,
perhaps smaller than my thumb, moving position every so
often to get comfortable, she was a minute and beautiful creature.

Pipistrelle Bat at May
meeting - picture by a
member

Bats are the only flying mammals and there are 1,440 known
species in the world. They are warm blooded animals, with an
anatomy very similar to humans. They have fingers and thumb
which form the basis of their wings. The earliest fossil of a bat is 50
million years old.
Ann talked of the Honduras white bat, which lives on Palm leaves
which it folds into a tent as a roost, the griffin bat, named after the
scientist who discovered echo location, which is how the animals
build up a picture of the area around it by receiving the echo of
sounds it sends out. They can open and close their ears against the
high volume of sounds they will receive. Bats are not blind. The fruit
bat has to see to pick which fruit it eats. Bats have just one baby a
year but occasionally have twins.
The much maligned vampire bat does not live in Transylvania with
Dracula, it is only found in South America. Of the three types of
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vampire bat only one drinks blood mainly from the many cattle
found in South America.
Britain is home to 17 species of bats which feed on insects. They
can live anywhere, in even the tiniest of spaces between gaps in
slates on a roof, door lintels, and are particularly suited to churches,
with their unique brick work and architecture. Our most common
species is the pipistrelle, just like Leicester u3a’s special guest at our
talk!
We look forward to seeing everyone at the May meeting, Tuesday
10th May 2.30pm at Christchurch, Clarendon Park Road. See you
there!
MAY MEETING – Tuesday 10th May 2022
The speaker for May will be John Clarkson Head of Conservation for
the Leicestershire & Rutland Wildlife Trust.
ALL MEMBERS COFFEE MORNINGS Sandra Barker – Hospitality

and Wellbeing

The last coffee morning was a fabulous success with tea, coffee,
Sandra’s amazing homemade cake and biscuits. Of course, there
was also lots of conversation. The next coffee morning will be on
Tuesday 17th May.

Sandra and Angie ready
with refreshments and a
warm welcome
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WELFARE
Just a reminder that if you know of a member who is ill or bereaved
to let Elizabeth Hassall know at: cards@leicesteru3a.org.uk
NEWS FROM THE GROUPS COORDINATOR NEIL TAYLOR
As I’ve been stricken by a heavy cold/flu and it has also been Easter
the Current Affairs 3 initial meeting is still to take place. Do get in
touch with me if you are interested. We will then have an initial
meeting where we will decide who will be the convenor and the
time, date and venue of the group as well as a provisional format.
Art
This will grow out of the existing Drawing Group with convenor Paul
McCann. The group will explore all forms of art including
watercolour, acrylics, oils, and drawing. If you are interested in
joining please contact Paul on the Drawing Group email address.
Bowls
Leicester Bowling Club is often mentioned to me as a very
welcoming venue with fantastic facilities, both for bowling and other
sports, in comfortable indoor and outdoor surroundings. It could be
a potential venue of a Leicester u3a Bowls Group. Again, get in
touch with me to put your name on the list.
Tai Chi
At the coffee morning we chatted about the possibility of starting a
Tai Chi group. There is already some interest and I am exploring a
possible leader for this group which could initially be over a series of
sessions. Do get in touch if you’re interested.
Groups Advertising for New Members
Orienteering, Discovering Architecture, Gardening, Drawing, Modern
Novel, Ten Pin Bowling, Bridge Beginners, Cryptic Crosswords 1 and
Summer Croquet.
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Please see the website or contact sheet to contact convenors
directly or email me on groups@leicesteru3a.org.uk with any
questions and enquiries.
Of course we are always looking for suggestions for new groups,
interests and activities.
40th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
This year is the 40th anniversary of the national u3a which will be
celebrated by a “National u3a Week” from 17th-26th September. A
sub-committee has been formed which, together many group
convenors, is arranging a lot of fun events. Lots of details will follow
nearer to the time but one event that is being planned is “40 at 40”.
This will be a development of the very successful open mike evening
which was held at a monthly meeting prior to the pandemic. The
aim is combine the talents and interests of various groups. Many
convenors will be discussing ideas with groups.

Alan Baker as a ventriloquist at
the open mike event

Picture by Henry Paulinski
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MEET THE CONVENOR – Pat Breen convenor of Guitar
playing and Irish Language group.
Q: Are you originally from Leicester?
A: Yes, and I’ve always lived here although my father was Irish
Q: What did you do before you retired?
A: I worked for Ipsos Mori the people responsible for the Mori Poll
Q:What made you join Leicester u3a, & when?
A: I had planned for retirement and wanted to learn things I’d not
had the chance to do whilst working.
Q: What groups did you join to start with?
A: Shakespeare and Philosophy. Then I started the Guitar and Irish
Groups myself.
Q: What’s your TV guilty pleasure?
A: Police dramas
Q: What was the last book you read?
A: Numero Zero by Umberto Eco
My grateful thanks to Pat for his time. (Editor)
REPORTS FROM THE GROUPS AND INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS
MOVIE MEMORIES - by Henry Paulinski
A lot of people will tell you that I watch too much television. Why
else would I confuse Twizzle, Twizlers and Twiglets?
However, the small screen has had an influence on my hobbies of
quizzes, (Double your Money to Mastermind), and British screen
character actors. The numerous film channels available now,
especially Talking Pictures TV, have fuelled my passion for those,
sometimes, forgotten heroes and heroines of the silver screen.
Combining my hobbies has prompted the ultimate film quiz
question…………
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In what movie do the following appear in the cast?
Diana Dors, Honor Blackman, Thora Hird, Anthony Newley, Ken
Russell and Jimmy Saville? A 1949 film, whose plot includes theft of
bicycles, NOT directed by Vittorio da Sica, and set in the beautiful
Yorkshire countryside. Yes, it’s that little known gem A Boy, a Girl
and a Bicycle. Not a classic, but, if you are a fan of racing bikes and
the Yorkshire Dales, this is the film for you!
LUNCHEON CLUB - Ros Devine (organiser)
Leicester u3a lunch club was at the Craddock on Sunday 10th April
2022. The food was excellent, everybody enjoyed the venue and
there was some great conversation, from food, sharing family
photos and some very interesting stories of life experiences. The
next lunch will be at the Craddock on Sunday 15th May 2022. There
will be a limit of 15 people on a first come first served basis.
E mail: lunch@leicesteru3a.org.uk

Picture by a member of the Craddock staff
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PARK AND TEA ROOM STROLLS – by a member
Park and tea room strolls recommenced after the winter break with
a favourite stroll around the stunning University of Leicester Botanic
Gardens on Glebe Road, followed by delicious cakes, beverages, and
more chat at Browns on Allandale Road.
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RECENT PICTURES AT BRADGATE PARK – by member Tony
Locke
Where is the stag night?

Egret

Practicing for Swan Lake

Highlights are in this year!

Wait for it…………….
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Maybe I will give the stag night a miss!

MALLARD WITH YOUNG – supplied by member Tony Locke
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Is this a record? A mallard hen with 18 young spotted in the
grounds of a care home in Norfolk. Does anyone know the record
for mallard ducklings?
AMELANCHIER and PRUNUS TREES IN EVENING LIGHT
- by member Cliff Ault taken in his garden
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PUZZLE CORNER
A Sudoku (created by Cliff Ault – Member Cryptic Crossword

Group)

Solution on page 16
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ABOUT THE NEWSLETTER
Delivery
The newsletter is now being printed again. Those who have sent the
secretary stamps will begin to receive copies after any general
meeting they are unable to attend. If you would like copies posted
to you in future please send the secretary a supply of stamps with a
request and your full address. It will also continue to be delivered to
members by email as a pdf file before each monthly meeting.
Contributions
Thank you to all those who have submitted articles, please do keep
them coming. Write and tell us about a group or activity that you
have enjoyed. We would love to see more from members making a
contribution and, if you prefer, we can publish it anonymously as
“member”. It doesn’t matter whether it is a short paragraph or
longer article (of up to 350 words), with or without a photograph.
PHOTOS – Please remember to get permission from any people in
your photos for us to publish them. This permission will be assumed
if you send them to the editor.

The deadline for items to be included in the June newsletter
is Friday 27th May 2022. Contributions should be sent to the
Editor at: newsletter@leicesteru3a.org.uk
If you want to submit your entry as hard copy, please contact the
Editor or Membership Secretary for the postal address.

Karen Closs – Newsletter Editor
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Sudoku Solution
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